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Intrinsic nonlinearity of the light–current characteristic of semiconductor
lasers with a quantum-confined active region
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We describe a mechanism of nonlinearity of the light–current characteristic common to
heterostructure lasers with a reduced-dimensionality active region. It arises from~i!
noninstantaneous carrier capture into the active region and~ii ! nonlinear~in the carrier density!
recombination rate outside the active region. Because of~i!, the carrier density outside the active
region rises with injection current above threshold, and because of~ii !, the useful fraction of current
~that ends up as output light! decreases. We derive a universal closed-form expression for the
internal differential quantum efficiency that holds true for quantum well, quantum wire, and
quantum dot lasers. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1508171#
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Reducing dimensionality of the active region signi
cantly improves the performance of semiconductor lase1

Quantum well~QW! lasers have replaced bulk lasers in co
mercial applications.2 Further enhancement is expected f
lasers with lower dimensionality, such as quantum w
~QWR! and especially quantum dot~QD! lasers.1–4

In all reported QW, QWR, and QD laser structures, t
quantum-confined active elements are embedded in a
reservoir region@which also serves as an optical confineme
layer ~OCL!# wherefrom carriers are fed via some sort of
capture process. Since the capture process is never inst
neous, it gives rise to a current dependence of the ca
density in the reservoirn, even above threshold when th
carrier density in the active region itself is pinned by t
steady-state generation condition. The increasingn leads to
an increase in the parasitic current corresponding to ca
recombination in the reservoir, and contributes to a devia
of the internal differential quantum efficiencyh int from unity.
This fact was noted earlier5–9 but the actual reduction inh int

has never been quantified.
In this letter, neglecting other known mechanisms

nonlinearity ~such as lattice and carrier heating!, we show
that the ‘‘reservoir effect,’’ combined with the nonlinear~su-
perlinear inn! dependence of the recombination rate in t
reservoir, gives a major contribution to the sublinearity of t
light–current characteristic~LCC! at high injection currents–
comparable in magnitude to the entire experimentally
served LCC degradation. This suggests that the reservoi
fect is a dominant mechanism limiting both the output pow
and the linearity of the LCC.

The steady-state rate equations for the carriers confi
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in the active region and the free carriers in the OCL can
written as follows:

j capt2 j esc2 j spon
active2 j stim50, ~1!

j esc2 j capt2 j OCL1 j 50, ~2!

where j capt and j esc are, respectively, the current densities
carrier capture into and carrier escape from the active reg
j spon
activeand j stim are the spontaneous and the stimulated reco

bination current densities in the active region,j OCL is the
current density of the parasitic recombination in the OC
and j is the injection current density.

The steady-state rate equation for the photons yields

j stim5e
1

S

N

tph
, ~3!

where S is the active layer area~the cross section of the
junction!, N is the number of photons in the lasing mode, a
tph is the photon lifetime in the cavity.

The fact that the optical gaing pins above threshold an
hence so does the carrier density in the active region, im
diately follows from Eq.~3!, taking into account thatj stim

}gN.
Since j esc and j spon

active are both controlled by the carrie
density in the active region, they also clamp above thresh
On the other hand, the capture current is linearly related
the carrier densityn in the OCL,j capt5evcaptn, wherevcapt is
the capture velocity~in cm/s!. Thus, we obtain from Eq.~1!

n5nthS 11
j stim

j capt,th
D , ~4!

wherenth and j capt,thare the threshold values ofn and j capt,
respectively. The slower the carrier supply to the active
gion ~the lower j capt,th), the larger isn2nth .
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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With Eqs.~1! and~2! and taking into account thatj spon
active

pins above threshold, the excess injection current densj
2 j th is

j 2 j th5 j OCL2 j th
OCL1 j stim, ~5!

where j th5 j th
OCL1 j spon

active is the threshold current density, wit
j th
OCL being the value ofj OCL at n5nth .

When the dominant recombination channel in the O
is spontaneous radiation, thenj OCL}n2 @with n given by Eq.
~4!#. Using this in Eq.~5! yields

j 2 j th

j th
OCL 5S 11

j stim

j capt,th
D 2

211
j stim

j th
OCL . ~6!

The solution of the quadratic Eq.~6! gives j stim as a
function of j 2 j th ; substituting this function into Eq.~4!, we
obtain an expression forn ~Fig. 1!.

The internal differential quantum efficiency of a sem
conductor laser is defined as the fraction of the excess in
tion current that results in stimulated emission:h int

5 j stim/( j 2 j th). With j stim from Eq. ~6!, we find

h int5
1

1

2
1

j th
OCL

j capt,th
1AS 1

2
1

j th
OCL

j capt,th
D 2

1
j th
OCL

j capt,th

j 2 j th

j capt,th

.

~7!

We see thath int is a decreasing function ofj 2 j th ~Fig.
2!. The output optical power is of the formP5(\v/e)S( j
2j th)h int b/(b1a int) where\v is the photon energy, andb
anda int are the mirror and internal losses, respectively. Th
the output power is sublinear in the injection current~Fig. 3!.
This mechanism of nonlinearity is inherent to quantu
confined lasers of arbitrary dimensionality.

For a givenj 2 j th , the internal quantum efficiency an
the output power are controlled by the dimensionless par
eter j th

OCL/ j capt,th, which is the ratio of the recombination cu
rent in the reservoir to carrier capture current, both taken
threshold. Lowering this ratio will makeh int closer to unity
~Fig. 2! and the LCC more linear~Fig. 3!. Ideally, when this

FIG. 1. Injection current density dependence of the free carrier densityn in
the OCL reservoir for different ratiosj th

OCL/ j capt,th, as illustrated by exem-
plary calculations specific to QD lasers. The variation ofj th

OCL/ j capt,thand j th

is accomplished by changing the surface densityNS of QDs. The values of
j th
OCL/ j capt,th for the different curves~from bottom to top! are 0.033, 0.115,

and 0.523; thej th values are 31.54, 83.85, and 336.99 A/cm2; they corre-
spond toNS values of 43, 3.33, and 2.931010 cm22, respectively. Room-
temperature operation near 1.55mm for a GaInAsP/InP heterostruture~see
Refs. 10 and 11! is considered. The capture cross section into a QD
plausibly taken to be 10213 cm2 ~see Ref. 11!. We assume 10% QD size
fluctuations. The facet reflectivities, the cavity length, and the lateral size
R50.32,L51 mm, andW52 mm.
L
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ratio vanishes~e.g., whenj th
OCL50—no recombination in the

OCL!, h int51 at an arbitrary injection current and the LC
is linear. In general, however,j th

OCL is a tangible fraction of
the total j th , andh int,1 even atj 5 j th . It is this component
that should, first of all, be suppressed to minimizej th and
optimize the structure.10 The conclusion that high power pe
formance of a laser is inseparably controlled by the thresh
characteristics is of great importance. The higher the exc
of the injection current over the threshold current, the str
ger this relation is manifested~Figs. 2 and 3!. The higher is
the required output power, the lower should bej th ~Fig. 3!.
Since QD lasers offer the lowestj th, our results prove there
another—extremely important—potential advantage, nam
the possibility of achieving the highest output powers.

At high injection currents, we have

h int5
j capt,th

Aj th
OCL~ j 2 j th!

~8!

n5nthAj 2 j th

j th
OCL ~9!

P5
\v

e
S jcapt,thAj 2 j th

j th
OCL

b

b1a int
. ~10!

Thus, in the limit of high injection currents, the LCC
strongly sublinear~Fig. 3!; n andP increase asAj 2 j th ~Figs.
1 and 3!, while h int decreases as 1/Aj 2 j th ~Fig. 2!; h int!1

s

re

FIG. 2. Internal quantum efficiency against excess injection current den
for different ratiosj th

OCL/ j capt,th. The values ofj th
OCL/ j capt,th, j th , andNS ~from

the top down! are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. LCC for different ratiosj th
OCL/ j capt,th. The dashed line corresponds t

the ideal situation,j th
OCL/ j capt,th50 (h int51). The values ofj th

OCL/ j capt,th, j th ,
and NS ~from the top down! are the same as in Fig. 1. We disregard fre
carrier absorption in the OCL~see Refs. 6 and 7! by putting the internal loss
a int50.
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and n@nth . These square root dependences result from
assumed bimolecular (}n2) recombination in the OCL.

The higher the degree of superlinearity of the recom
nation rate in the OCL with respect ton, the higher the de-
gree of sublinearity of the LCC. Since the nonradiative A
ger recombination rate in the OCL increases asn3, this
recombination channel can become dominant with increa
injection current. In this limit, the differencej OCL2 j th

OCL in
Eq. ~5! will be dominated by the cubic~in j stim) term, i.e.,
j 2 j th} j stim

3 . Hence, bothj stim andP will be proportional to
A3 j 2 j th and h int5 j stim/( j 2 j th)} j stim/ j stim

3 51/j stim
2 }1/( j

2 j th)
2/3.

The higher the excess currentj 2 j th , the larger fraction
of it goes into parasitic recombination~first spontaneous an
then Auger! outside the active region.

As seen from Eqs.~8! and ~10!, at high injection cur-
rents, the laser performance is controlled by the carrier c
ture into the active region. To accommodate carrier c
sumption by the active region, carriers accumulate in
OCL much in excess of their threshold amount. The resul
superlinear increase in parasitic recombination degrades
LCC. In this context, we note a radical design strategy,
cently proposed to improve the temperature stability of Q
lasers.12,13 In this approach, the two reservoirs feeding car
ers into the quantum-confined region are essentially unip
and the finite-delay capture process is not accompanied
buildup of a bipolar carrier density and additional recom
nation. We therefore expect that lasers designed accordin
Refs. 12 and 13 will exhibit linear behavior and excelle
power performance.

In conclusion, we have identified a type of sublinear
of the LCC of semiconductor lasers with a quantum-confin
e
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active region and derived a universal expression for the c
rent dependence of their internal differential quantum e
ciency h int . This expression retains the same form for Q
QWR, and QW lasers.

The actual shape of nonlinear LCC depends on
dominant recombination channel outside the active reg
Analysis of the LCC shape provides, therefore, a method
identifying the dominant recombination channel in the OC

We demonstrate a direct relationship between the po
and threshold characteristics in the sense that reducingj th is
a key to increasingh int and P. This indicates that for high
power applications, QD lasers may have a major advant
over conventional QW lasers.
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